
Displays will play a major role in educational architecture. It will not only allow a more 
fluent communication inside the class, but also in a larger scale; with other students 
from other schools and countries. This will difinitely redifine the frontier limit concept as 
distances will become even less significant and it also will improve children's view of the 
world and other cultures. This will lead to a more universal culture, where differences will 
grow more insignifcant.

CUBICLES? HUBS!

Depending on the job, some employees probably wouldn't benefit from the 
relocation possibility, in those cases, "hubs" will be implemented, this small places 
will come completely equipped.

THE COMPUTER
Central piece of all production orientated tasks of 
the twenty-first century, it will continue to expand 
our capabilities as it gets better itself.

SCI FY
Technology will allow us to achieve  the impossible; 
nuclear offices will adapt and be located anywhere 
where they are useful. Anywhere is an interesting 
concept, isn't it? 

LOCATION, LOCATION, LOCATION

Through the internet we could build entire office buildings surrounded by spectacular 
landscapes, we could work instantly from there. Cities could change shape and density, 
we need a new way of thinking about nature.

The meeting room has historically been a central part of the office, I think 
it's essential to maintain it. although I'm proposing a new space in which to 
fully develop team work, the meeting room provides an enclosed 
environment without distraction, ideas are middlemost, everything else is 
secondary. 

Just like in a living organism, multiple connected cells work together to 
potentiate each other, working both individual and collectively. These cells 
are enclosed spaces, hubs, destined to satisfy every possible 
communication and technological need the employee may have. 

TEAM WORK AND THE TECHNICAL FLOOR
The technical floor and ceiling will be the most important part of the office as it is the main proposition regarding team work. 
As humans gradually stop undertaking repetitive tasks which will be executed by computers, creativity and team work will be 
more important than ever. This technical floors will allow technology such as displays, input devices, projectors, etc to be 
plugged in anywhere without any complication. The possibilities are endless. Every piece of tech will probably be wireless but 
this floor and ceiling will make the physical attachment and relocation really easy. 

OFFICE    |    TECHNOLOGY DISINTEGRATES WORK

The continued development of the internet and its exponential growth in both 
power and reach will go on for some time, making an even deeper impact in the 
way we work.

Since the beginning, offices have been made progressively bigger in an attempt 
to adapt to the growing companies and markets, during this development they 
have generated a variety of problems. On one side, efficiency has sometimes 
dropped because of the space being too large or not adequately designed to 
meet the demands of the job. On the other side, offices can become dull places 
if they are not planned correctly (this has been the root of uncountable "happy 
office environment" programs). 

This is due to the fact that gigantic offices are very complicated places to design 
both in the space quality and its functionality. 

NUCLEAR OFFICES

My analysis is as follows: it is not a new idea that the internet can make working 
from anywhere in the planet a reality and that companies could potentially be fully 
disintegrated. The future of offices is of smaller places designed on the idea of 
functionality through technology.

This is, although not really complex, an integral idea composed of various 
propositions. 
-The office will be a dynamic place where almost everything can be relocated to 
redesign the place according to the needs of the day.
-Small groups of people between 5 and 15 work together in the same place and 
communicate with other offices.
-Everyone in the office has a spot particularly designed to meet his or her needs.
-Team work is fundamental to the idea and the whole office will be designed 
towards that.
-The office will be technologically abundant, (this does not mean it will all be 
visible). 

Robots will probably be available twenty years from 
now, and they will be advising us constantly, giving 
useful information and helping with unpleasant 
chores. Maybe they will be humanoid or maybe just 
the size of a small phone. 

RETAIL    |    TECHNOLOGY BUILDS WONDER

As the internet grows more capable, electronic shopping will be the only way to 
access everyday products; the retail stores will then play a different role and sell 
different goods, the experience will be all that counts. Owners and architects will 
have to make the shopping experience justify the time lost in commuting there 
(even though it will probably be much less than now). So through scenography 
and a multisensory experience based on virtual reality the stores will transform 
into football pitches, race tracks or high couture runways in which we will be able 
to see ourselves wearing the clothes, scoring a magnificent goal or driving the 
fastest car before we buy anything.

Spatiality will also change significantly, as it adapts to offer all this possibilities. 
Shopping centers will become even larger, wider, taller and deeper swallowing 
the city from inside. 

The study of our behavior online will predict what we want before we ask for it, 
our tastes in music, food and entertainment will be a traded good; as this 
information will dictate strategies for companies to follow. 

Electronic servants will be at our service continuously, there will be no need for 
human presence so the stores will only be populated by machines. 

All this changes will generate a different society that will approach consumism in 
an absolutely natural way, even more than now.  

POV
Point of view, the 

real immersive 
experience, will be 

the spectacle of the 
next decade. Virtual 
reality is developing 

really fast and its 
going to affect the 

way we experience 
life in a major way.

Be a soccer player, buy the outfit Be a model, buy the shoes Be a football player, buy the gear Be brave, buy Be beautiful, buy Be what you are not, buy

ARCHITECTURE
A lot of infrastructure will be needed to support this retail model. 
Shopping centers will become bigger and greater, let's hope they get 
a little prettier. 

TRANSPORT
If shopping center get so big new forms of transport will appear within 
the stores, walking won't be practical anymore. 

walking city Arhigram (left)
Plug In city, Archigram (middle)

Spatial city, Yona friedman (right)

SCALE WILL ONCE AGAIN INSPIRE 
Looking back so we can see ahead.

Instant city Archigram

NETWORKS
Small offices 

contribute with 
each other and 
achieve grater 

levels of 
performance and 
efficiency working 
side by side with 

technology. 

EDUCATION    |    TECHNOLOGY ELEVATES PEOPLE

As human society evolves education will become even more essential than it 
already is, since people will need to carry out more sophisticated tasks. 
Nevertheless, formal education will probably be accompanied by a growth in the 
availability of other kinds of access to knowledge. Internet courses exist now and 
are of a relatively good level, twenty years from now they will probably be a more 
than serious option. Formal education has served as a form of control so society 
can protect itself and allow only those who are correctly “prepared” to assume 
responsibility. Knowledge transcends formal education and the internet will be 
the ultimate tool to help that happen. People from all ages will be able to learn 
absolutely anything since the information not only will be available, but also 
administered in a way it is understandable by everyone (software that learns, 
software that teaches). 

The subject of age is highly important; children need above all to socialize and 
schools will grow more towards that. A workshop mode will probably be a great 
option. Since the early age in which they are able to focus they will be 
immediately exposed to technology, probably better technology will be 
developed, one designed specifically for that use. That workshop methodology 
will be useful for as long as children don't develop their own interests. From that 
point on, these will guide them through their particular path helped by a perfect 
teacher, the computer.

Schools will probably be designed in a similar way to the one that exists today, 
building towards unity and encouraging socialization, technology will play a 
bigger role as said before.

Universities will expand in multiple directions, technology will make its way to all 
of the fields and data bases will get better and bigger. The elevated quality of 
individual internet classes will lead to the separation of those students who are 
more driven. 

The development of virtual reality will add up to a great breakthrough in the way 
classes are dictated. Presentations will allow all of the students to participate 
simultaneously making school a much more enjoyable experience. 

FOR MORE ADVANCED EDUCATION

This is a multiple programme project, it was designed by me in a workshop from university. It includes a robotic lab, a radio center, a recording studio and an electric arts creation lab. Its 
characteristics are deeply related to the subject. It is essentially a functional building and super dynamic; every floor can be redesigned in very short time relocating a group of metal 
panels. This constant redesign ability makes the building capable of supporting  almost any activity. Another key characteristic is its facade, it consists of a huge LED screen over a curtain 
wall that can be used to export the art that is made inside. This generates a very interesting effect and contributes to the relationship with the rest of the neighborhood. Bleachers and 
speakers are also part of the project and can be placed across the street for a perfect viewing experience. This super dynamic attributes and the use of technology in this way are key to 
the designing of buildings destined for education in the next twenty years.

SCHOOLS FOR SOCIALIZING

As technology progressively makes us lonelier, schools for young children will be 
designed taking into account primarily their need of socialization. Here there is a way in 
which it could be done:
-Classrooms are disintegred and sorrounded by open spaces (the intermetiate and the 
collective space) that will be used during breaks and for all exterior activities.
-The limits between exterior and interior spaces (the intermediate) are not clear, if the 
weather allows it, children can be wherever they please.
-Clasrooms are located taking into account the spatial relation with the neighbours.

1 Intermediate space    |   Children will enjoy the most out of this particular area

2 Classroom Interior    |    Formal classes are dictated here but can be dictated in 1

3 Collective space    |    Exterior area designed and built to be the socialization heart

"Now he has departed from this strange world a little ahead of me. That means 
nothing. People like us, who believe in physics, know that the distinction 
between past, present, and future is only a stubbornly persistent illusion.”

Albert Einstein TIMELINE OF THE OFFICE

This is wonderful. Jason Bruges Studio created an interactive installation that can react 
to touch and reveal digital animals inside a children's hospital. It's really clever, there are 
70 LED panels with 72,000 LEDs in total hidden behind the wallpaper of the rainforest. 
When started, the wall makes it seem as if animals are traveling through the forest.

Different panels are hidden behind the wallpaper at different heights so that it can reach 
the various eye levels of kids. The animals actually look like they are moving inside the 
wallpaper because the wallpaper has been designed to reveal the patterns of light on 
the screen. It's lovely and absolutely incredible for a child.

The installation is inside the halls of the children's hospital in the new Morgan Stanley 
clinical building, the first part of the Mittal Children's Medical Centre in the UK. In shools 
the appliations could be infinite.

THE NEXT BIG THING 

SCHOOLS FOR THE FUTURE
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Apart from the architectural and technology challenge, the most difficult thing will be for 
grown ups to keep up with all this. Teachers will have to learn in a different way from how 
they do now and knowledge will become something in constant change and growth. All of 
this will test our mind and our space's resilience capability.

Nevertheless the teachers place will continue to be very important as long as artificial 
intellicgence is not a reality, who knows whats going to happen next. 
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